Promoter discrimination by the related transcriptional activators MarA and SoxS: differential regulation by differential binding.
MarA and SoxS are closely related proteins ( approximately 45% identical) that transcriptionally activate a common set of unlinked genes, resulting in multiple antibiotic and superoxide resistance in Escherichia coli. Both proteins bind as monomers to a 20 bp degenerate asymmetric recognition sequence, the 'marbox', located upstream of the promoter. However, the proteins differ widely in the extents to which they activate particular promoters, with the consequence that overexpression of SoxS leads to greater superoxide resistance than does overexpression of MarA. This 'discrimination' between activators by promoters was demonstrated in vivo, using promoters fused to lacZ, and in vitro, using purified RNA polymerase, promoter DNA and MarA or SoxS. The marbox was found to be a critical element in discrimination by in vivo and in vitro assays of hybrid promoters containing the marbox from one gene and the core promoter from another. Furthermore, by sequential mutation of its marbox, a promoter that discriminated 35-fold in favour of SoxS was converted into one that did not discriminate. The relative activation of a promoter by MarA or SoxS was paralleled by the relative binding of the two activators to the promoter's marbox as assayed by band shift experiments. Thus, differential recognition of closely related marbox sequences by the closely related activators is the primary basis for promoter discrimination. Discrimination enables the cell to customize its response to the stresses that trigger synthesis of the activators.